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Features LITE

FEATURE COLLECTION

Terrain Visualizer

Contour Creator

Point Translator

Project Status Tracker 

Ortho+Mosaic

Airfield3D for ArcGIS

Vector SuperImposition

Capture add-on for Microstation, 
AutoCAD or ArcGIS

Viewing, terrain following, and 
simple editing and mensuration

Complete software documentation 
and one year system support

MapEditor automated editing 
software for AutoCAD or Microstation

Advanced 2D and 3D editing, 
snapping, attribute handling

PROFESSIONAL
Full-function, fully capable stereoplotter.

For those whose orientation requirements 
are met elsewhere, but who still require 
the world-class Capture interface to a 
CAD or GIS program.

A low-cost system designed for 
viewing, terrain following, and 
simple editing and measurement.

Three Packages

Productivity at your Fingertips
3D Point Cloud Viewing 
and Editing Software

Features

Generate LiDAR Frame 
Generates images and their stereo 
mates from point data files, enabling 
3D stereoscopic imaging.

Generate Stereo Mate 
Generates stereo mates (.tif) 
from existing LiDAR images 
(i.e. “LiDARgrammetry”)

Point Translator 
Management tool to combine, extract, 
and merge point files in a wide variety 
of formats, spacings, and orientations.

SuperImposition Tool 
Load vector and orthophoto files to 
view together with the points in 
LandScape.

Brush Z Edit Tool
An interactive point edit tool for 
smoothing the points inside the Brush 
Size circle by using point elevations 
surrounding the cursor.

Several tools for working with 
large point datasets are 
incorporated in LandScape and 
are also available with a Summit 
Evolution Professional installation:

Summit Evolution takes 3D stereo vector digitizing to a new level with its 
integration of digital stereoplotter, CAD and GIS interfaces, 3D stereo vector 
superimposition, automated feature editing and contour generation. Through 
its unique and customizable Capture™ interface, image features from a 
Summit Evolution project are digitized directly into AutoCAD®, MicroStation® 
or ArcGIS®.
DAT/EM SuperImpositionTM is built into every Summit Evolution system, 
which is offered in three different product level packages as well as a new 
Summit Evolution Mobile option. Additionally, integration with the 
LandScapeTM point cloud editing toolkit is standard.

Supports monochromatic, panchromatic, three-channel and 
multi-channel multispectral imagery.
Supports scanned aerial film, matrix and push-broom digital airborne 
cameras, small- and medium-format metric cameras, close-range 
imagers, orthophotos, RPC satellites, LiDAR, and synthetic aperture 
radar.
Imports third-party softcopy projects, aerotriangulation results, and 
other orientation files for quick setup.
Full range of manual and automatic image orientation capabilities.
Digitizes 3D vectors directly into AutoCAD, MicroStation, or ArcGIS 
using DAT/EM’s unique, world-class Capture interface.
Robust and easy-to-use user interface for maximum productivity.
Multiple stereo viewing points including Bird’s-eye, Close-up, Project 
Overview, and 3D Vector Split windows for a variety of visualization and 
feedback tools.
Multiple project windows.
Unlimited zoom levels, fast pan, and automatic loading of adjacent 
stereomodels, with SuperImposition of CAD and GIS vectors over 
image view.
DAT/EM Ortho+MosaicTM module for easy and precise creation of 
orthomosaics, including true orthos.
The Terrain Visualizer tool for dynamic, real-time preview of contours 
while DTM objects are edited.
Contour CreatorTM for creating and writing the finished contours to the 
CAD file.
Interface to the DAT/EM-PCI ProPack to allow use of PCI 
PIX Imagery.
Airfield3DTM standards-compliant airspace obstruction mapping tool.
Point Translator for importing, regridding, and converting point data, 
including LiDAR and other DTM features.
Summit Evolution Mobile package available which runs on touch 
screen tablets with Windows 8 in the Summit anaglyph stereo mode.
64-bit and 32-bit applications available.

Satellite Propack Interface 

LandScape is an essential software tool for editing large terrain point sets 
such as LiDAR files. It provides an advanced, efficient, fast, and 
easy-to-understand portal into the world of 3-dimensional LiDAR points. 
LandScape is equipped with utilities for editing, modifying, and classifying 
3D points (point clouds) and for generating new data based on the points. 
LandScape’s tools can be configured by the user to enhance 
understanding of the data view.
The editing tools in LandScape allow easy modification of point cloud data 
including a single point, all points in a project, or a selection built using 
LandScape’s sophisticated filtering tools. LandScape includes the DAT/EM 
Drawing Tools, a simple built-in vector editor which may be used to collect 
and save vector features in a variety of formats. For more advanced 
digitizing tools, one or more companion DAT/EM CaptureTM modules may 
be added.
LandScape may optionally integrate with Summit EvolutionTM to display the 
point cloud superimposed over stereo imagery. Use the Summit Evolution 
cursor to select and edit points and collect vector data.

View points in perspective stereo with many coloring and viewing 
options. Roam, zoom, pan, and rotate from any angle or distance.
Colorize the view of the point cloud by elevation, return, flight line, 
intensity, RGB color (orthophoto), or classification.
No limit to the number of simultaneous input files. Tools for 
controlling the detail on display.
Full 3D mouse support for navigating, selecting, and digitizing.
Support for mouse button programming and macro creation using 
DAT/EM Button Manager.
Edit and reclassify points. Output the revised point set to a new file.
Digitize new 3D vectors such as breaklines based on the points.
View existing .dxf, .dwg, .dgn, or .shp vector files with the points.
Draw and edit objects with the built-in vector editor, DAT/EM 
Drawing Tools.
Optionally, digitize directly into AutoCAD®, MicroStation®, or ArcGIS® 
using DAT/EM Capture.
Superimpose existing objects directly from AutoCAD, MicroStation, 
or ArcGIS.
Fully integrated with Summit Evolution, DAT/EM’s world-class digital 
photogrammetric workstation.
Superimpose LandScape’s points on a Summit stereo model for 
direct validation of work.

KeyPad
Single-touch tactile 
command entry system

The DAT/EM Keypad is a multipurpose re-programmable 
touch pad. Versatile and essential, it can be used either as 
an accessory to DAT/EM softcopy products or as a 
productivity enhancer for third-party products.

TouchScreen
On-the-fly configurable 
tactile interface 

The ‘TouchScreen’ from DAT/EM Systems International is a 
stand-alone LCD monitor with an integrated tactile interface. 
With a single touch, the TouchScreen allows operators to 
quickly change command sequences during map compilation. 

Advantage
KeyPad

Highly configurable 
wireless keypad

The DAT/EM KEYPAD ADVANTAGETM is part of the DAT/EM 
Keypad product line. This option uses any tablet device 
running the Android® operating system and a Bluetooth® 
adapter for wireless communication to a desktop or laptop 
computer.

HandWheels
X, Y, Z precise, and 
comfortable coordinate entry

The Handwheels can be adjusted on three axes with a 
simple lever; there is no need for tools. The operator can 
easily set the height, depth, and angle of the handwheels to 
provide an individualized fit.

LandScape Integration Available
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mates from point data files, enabling 
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Generate Stereo Mate 
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from existing LiDAR images 
(i.e. “LiDARgrammetry”)

Point Translator 
Management tool to combine, extract, 
and merge point files in a wide variety 
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Load vector and orthophoto files to 
view together with the points in 
LandScape.

Brush Z Edit Tool
An interactive point edit tool for 
smoothing the points inside the Brush 
Size circle by using point elevations 
surrounding the cursor.

Several tools for working with 
large point datasets are 
incorporated in LandScape and 
are also available with a Summit 
Evolution Professional installation:

Summit Evolution takes 3D stereo vector digitizing to a new level with its 
integration of digital stereoplotter, CAD and GIS interfaces, 3D stereo vector 
superimposition, automated feature editing and contour generation. Through 
its unique and customizable Capture™ interface, image features from a 
Summit Evolution project are digitized directly into AutoCAD®, MicroStation® 
or ArcGIS®.
DAT/EM SuperImpositionTM is built into every Summit Evolution system, 
which is offered in three different product level packages as well as a new 
Summit Evolution Mobile option. Additionally, integration with the 
LandScapeTM point cloud editing toolkit is standard.

Supports monochromatic, panchromatic, three-channel and 
multi-channel multispectral imagery.
Supports scanned aerial film, matrix and push-broom digital airborne 
cameras, small- and medium-format metric cameras, close-range 
imagers, orthophotos, RPC satellites, LiDAR, and synthetic aperture 
radar.
Imports third-party softcopy projects, aerotriangulation results, and 
other orientation files for quick setup.
Full range of manual and automatic image orientation capabilities.
Digitizes 3D vectors directly into AutoCAD, MicroStation, or ArcGIS 
using DAT/EM’s unique, world-class Capture interface.
Robust and easy-to-use user interface for maximum productivity.
Multiple stereo viewing points including Bird’s-eye, Close-up, Project 
Overview, and 3D Vector Split windows for a variety of visualization and 
feedback tools.
Multiple project windows.
Unlimited zoom levels, fast pan, and automatic loading of adjacent 
stereomodels, with SuperImposition of CAD and GIS vectors over 
image view.
DAT/EM Ortho+MosaicTM module for easy and precise creation of 
orthomosaics, including true orthos.
The Terrain Visualizer tool for dynamic, real-time preview of contours 
while DTM objects are edited.
Contour CreatorTM for creating and writing the finished contours to the 
CAD file.
Interface to the DAT/EM-PCI ProPack to allow use of PCI 
PIX Imagery.
Airfield3DTM standards-compliant airspace obstruction mapping tool.
Point Translator for importing, regridding, and converting point data, 
including LiDAR and other DTM features.
Summit Evolution Mobile package available which runs on touch 
screen tablets with Windows 8 in the Summit anaglyph stereo mode.
64-bit and 32-bit applications available.

Satellite Propack Interface 

LandScape is an essential software tool for editing large terrain point sets 
such as LiDAR files. It provides an advanced, efficient, fast, and 
easy-to-understand portal into the world of 3-dimensional LiDAR points. 
LandScape is equipped with utilities for editing, modifying, and classifying 
3D points (point clouds) and for generating new data based on the points. 
LandScape’s tools can be configured by the user to enhance 
understanding of the data view.
The editing tools in LandScape allow easy modification of point cloud data 
including a single point, all points in a project, or a selection built using 
LandScape’s sophisticated filtering tools. LandScape includes the DAT/EM 
Drawing Tools, a simple built-in vector editor which may be used to collect 
and save vector features in a variety of formats. For more advanced 
digitizing tools, one or more companion DAT/EM CaptureTM modules may 
be added.
LandScape may optionally integrate with Summit EvolutionTM to display the 
point cloud superimposed over stereo imagery. Use the Summit Evolution 
cursor to select and edit points and collect vector data.

View points in perspective stereo with many coloring and viewing 
options. Roam, zoom, pan, and rotate from any angle or distance.
Colorize the view of the point cloud by elevation, return, flight line, 
intensity, RGB color (orthophoto), or classification.
No limit to the number of simultaneous input files. Tools for 
controlling the detail on display.
Full 3D mouse support for navigating, selecting, and digitizing.
Support for mouse button programming and macro creation using 
DAT/EM Button Manager.
Edit and reclassify points. Output the revised point set to a new file.
Digitize new 3D vectors such as breaklines based on the points.
View existing .dxf, .dwg, .dgn, or .shp vector files with the points.
Draw and edit objects with the built-in vector editor, DAT/EM 
Drawing Tools.
Optionally, digitize directly into AutoCAD®, MicroStation®, or ArcGIS® 
using DAT/EM Capture.
Superimpose existing objects directly from AutoCAD, MicroStation, 
or ArcGIS.
Fully integrated with Summit Evolution, DAT/EM’s world-class digital 
photogrammetric workstation.
Superimpose LandScape’s points on a Summit stereo model for 
direct validation of work.
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Keypad product line. This option uses any tablet device 
running the Android® operating system and a Bluetooth® 
adapter for wireless communication to a desktop or laptop 
computer.

HandWheels
X, Y, Z precise, and 
comfortable coordinate entry

The Handwheels can be adjusted on three axes with a 
simple lever; there is no need for tools. The operator can 
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mates from point data files, enabling 
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from existing LiDAR images 
(i.e. “LiDARgrammetry”)

Point Translator 
Management tool to combine, extract, 
and merge point files in a wide variety 
of formats, spacings, and orientations.

SuperImposition Tool 
Load vector and orthophoto files to 
view together with the points in 
LandScape.

Brush Z Edit Tool
An interactive point edit tool for 
smoothing the points inside the Brush 
Size circle by using point elevations 
surrounding the cursor.

Several tools for working with 
large point datasets are 
incorporated in LandScape and 
are also available with a Summit 
Evolution Professional installation:

Summit Evolution takes 3D stereo vector digitizing to a new level with its 
integration of digital stereoplotter, CAD and GIS interfaces, 3D stereo vector 
superimposition, automated feature editing and contour generation. Through 
its unique and customizable Capture™ interface, image features from a 
Summit Evolution project are digitized directly into AutoCAD®, MicroStation® 
or ArcGIS®.
DAT/EM SuperImpositionTM is built into every Summit Evolution system, 
which is offered in three different product level packages as well as a new 
Summit Evolution Mobile option. Additionally, integration with the 
LandScapeTM point cloud editing toolkit is standard.

Supports monochromatic, panchromatic, three-channel and 
multi-channel multispectral imagery.
Supports scanned aerial film, matrix and push-broom digital airborne 
cameras, small- and medium-format metric cameras, close-range 
imagers, orthophotos, RPC satellites, LiDAR, and synthetic aperture 
radar.
Imports third-party softcopy projects, aerotriangulation results, and 
other orientation files for quick setup.
Full range of manual and automatic image orientation capabilities.
Digitizes 3D vectors directly into AutoCAD, MicroStation, or ArcGIS 
using DAT/EM’s unique, world-class Capture interface.
Robust and easy-to-use user interface for maximum productivity.
Multiple stereo viewing points including Bird’s-eye, Close-up, Project 
Overview, and 3D Vector Split windows for a variety of visualization and 
feedback tools.
Multiple project windows.
Unlimited zoom levels, fast pan, and automatic loading of adjacent 
stereomodels, with SuperImposition of CAD and GIS vectors over 
image view.
DAT/EM Ortho+MosaicTM module for easy and precise creation of 
orthomosaics, including true orthos.
The Terrain Visualizer tool for dynamic, real-time preview of contours 
while DTM objects are edited.
Contour CreatorTM for creating and writing the finished contours to the 
CAD file.
Interface to the DAT/EM-PCI ProPack to allow use of PCI 
PIX Imagery.
Airfield3DTM standards-compliant airspace obstruction mapping tool.
Point Translator for importing, regridding, and converting point data, 
including LiDAR and other DTM features.
Summit Evolution Mobile package available which runs on touch 
screen tablets with Windows 8 in the Summit anaglyph stereo mode.
64-bit and 32-bit applications available.

Satellite Propack Interface 

LandScape is an essential software tool for editing large terrain point sets 
such as LiDAR files. It provides an advanced, efficient, fast, and 
easy-to-understand portal into the world of 3-dimensional LiDAR points. 
LandScape is equipped with utilities for editing, modifying, and classifying 
3D points (point clouds) and for generating new data based on the points. 
LandScape’s tools can be configured by the user to enhance 
understanding of the data view.
The editing tools in LandScape allow easy modification of point cloud data 
including a single point, all points in a project, or a selection built using 
LandScape’s sophisticated filtering tools. LandScape includes the DAT/EM 
Drawing Tools, a simple built-in vector editor which may be used to collect 
and save vector features in a variety of formats. For more advanced 
digitizing tools, one or more companion DAT/EM CaptureTM modules may 
be added.
LandScape may optionally integrate with Summit EvolutionTM to display the 
point cloud superimposed over stereo imagery. Use the Summit Evolution 
cursor to select and edit points and collect vector data.

View points in perspective stereo with many coloring and viewing 
options. Roam, zoom, pan, and rotate from any angle or distance.
Colorize the view of the point cloud by elevation, return, flight line, 
intensity, RGB color (orthophoto), or classification.
No limit to the number of simultaneous input files. Tools for 
controlling the detail on display.
Full 3D mouse support for navigating, selecting, and digitizing.
Support for mouse button programming and macro creation using 
DAT/EM Button Manager.
Edit and reclassify points. Output the revised point set to a new file.
Digitize new 3D vectors such as breaklines based on the points.
View existing .dxf, .dwg, .dgn, or .shp vector files with the points.
Draw and edit objects with the built-in vector editor, DAT/EM 
Drawing Tools.
Optionally, digitize directly into AutoCAD®, MicroStation®, or ArcGIS® 
using DAT/EM Capture.
Superimpose existing objects directly from AutoCAD, MicroStation, 
or ArcGIS.
Fully integrated with Summit Evolution, DAT/EM’s world-class digital 
photogrammetric workstation.
Superimpose LandScape’s points on a Summit stereo model for 
direct validation of work.
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touch pad. Versatile and essential, it can be used either as 
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The ‘TouchScreen’ from DAT/EM Systems International is a 
stand-alone LCD monitor with an integrated tactile interface. 
With a single touch, the TouchScreen allows operators to 
quickly change command sequences during map compilation. 

Advantage
KeyPad

Highly configurable 
wireless keypad

The DAT/EM KEYPAD ADVANTAGETM is part of the DAT/EM 
Keypad product line. This option uses any tablet device 
running the Android® operating system and a Bluetooth® 
adapter for wireless communication to a desktop or laptop 
computer.

HandWheels
X, Y, Z precise, and 
comfortable coordinate entry

The Handwheels can be adjusted on three axes with a 
simple lever; there is no need for tools. The operator can 
easily set the height, depth, and angle of the handwheels to 
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Summit Evolution takes 3D stereo vector digitizing to a new level with 
its integration of digital stereoplotter, CAD and GIS interfaces, 3D 
stereo vector superimposition, automated feature editing and contour 
generation. Through its unique and customizable CaptureTM interface, 
image features from a Summit Evolution project are digitized directly 
into AutoCAD®, MicroStation® or ArcGIS®.

DAT/EM SuperImpositionTM is built into every Summit Evolution system, 
which is offered in three different product level packages as well as a 
new Summit Evolution Mobile option. Additionally, integration with the 
LandScapeTM point cloud editing toolkit is standard.

 ▪ Supports monochromatic, panchromatic, three-channel and 
multi-channel multispectral imagery.

 ▪ Supports scanned aerial film, matrix and push-broom digital 
airborne cameras, small- and medium-format metric cameras, 
close-range imagers, orthophotos, RPC satellites, LiDAR, and 
synthetic aperture radar.

 ▪ Imports third-party softcopy projects, aerotriangulation results, 
and other orientation files for quick setup.

 ▪ Full range of manual and automatic image orientation 
capabilities.

 ▪ Digitizes 3D vectors directly into AutoCAD, MicroStation, or 
ArcGIS using DAT/EM’s unique, world-class Capture interface.

 ▪ Robust and easy-to-use user interface for maximum 
productivity.

 ▪ Multiple stereo viewing points including Bird’s-eye, Close-up, 
Project Overview, and 3D Vector Split windows for a variety of 
visualization and feedback tools.

 ▪ Multiple project windows.
 ▪ Unlimited zoom levels, fast pan, and automatic loading of 

adjacent stereomodels, with SuperImposition of CAD and GIS 
vectors over image view.

 ▪ DAT/EM Ortho+MosaicTM module for easy and precise creation 
of orthomosaics, including true orthos.

 ▪ The Terrain Visualizer tool for dynamic, real-time preview of 
contours while DTM objects are edited.

 ▪ Contour CreatorTM for creating and writing the finished contours 
to the CAD file.

 ▪ Interface to the DAT/EM-PCI ProPack to allow use of PCI  PIX 
Imagery.

 ▪ Airfield3DTM standards-compliant airspace obstruction mapping 
tool.

 ▪ Point Translator for importing, regridding, and converting point 
data, including LiDAR and other DTM features.

 ▪ Summit Evolution Mobile package available which runs on 
touch screen tablets with Windows 8 in the Summit anaglyph 
stereo mode.

 ▪ 64-bit and 32-bit applications available.
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